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PRESS RELEASE
MONTAN ANNOUNCES PASSING OF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Vancouver, BC, July 22, 2015 – Montan Mining Corp. (TSXv: MNY) (FSE: S5GM) (the “Company” or
“Montan”) is saddened to announce the sudden passing of Ryan Fletcher, the Company’s Interim Chief
Financial Officer and director. The Company will provide further updates in the coming weeks as it
reorganizes its management team.
Mr. Fletcher will be missed for his intelligence, drive, organizational skill and determination. He was
instrumental in the Company becoming involved and focused on Peru, and building its excellent team there.
Luis F. Zapata, Executive Chairman of the Company, stated “Ryan was an esteemed colleague, trusted
friend and co-founder of the Company. Even at his young age he leaves behind a legacy of incredible
business acumen, mentorship and a passion for business excellence recognized by all his business
associates and friends. On behalf of everyone at Montan Mining, we extend our deepest condolences to his
family. He will be sorely missed.”
MONTAN MINING CORP.
Ian Graham
CEO and Director
Ph: 1.604.671.1353
Email: igraham@montanmining.ca
About Montan Mining Corp.
Montan Mining Corp. (TSXv: MNY) (FSE: S5GM) is positioned for growth in Peru through the
acquisition and development of advanced and/or cash flow mining opportunities. Montan is backed by an
experienced and high-energy management team with diverse technical, market and finance strengths and
expertise and is supported by committed and sophisticated investors focused on building value for the long
term.
For more information, please visit the corporate website at http://www.montanmining.ca or contact:
Investor Contacts:
Jason Shepherd
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Investor Relations
TF: 1.866.913.1910
Ph: 1.250.212.2122
Email: jshepherd@montanmining.ca
Peru / South America:
Luis Zapata
Executive Chairman
Peru: + 51 980 782 111
Canada: 1.604.358.1382
Email: lzapata@montanmining.ca
Neither the TSX Venture Exchange nor its Regulation Services Provider (as that term is defined in the
policies of the TSX Venture Exchange) accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this news
release.
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